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Welcome to the new issue of ISR-Connected! It marks a new beginning: the return to almost

nornal conditions after these long months of the pandemic, the start of a new academic year, and

the joy to share the activities of our community members.

Welcome back and keep sharing!

José Santos-Victor

What is new
 

José M. Fonseca de Moura was awarded the title

of Doctor Honoris Causa by Universidade de

Lisboa, after a proposal by Técnico, where he

studied and lectured. 

The laudatory speech was given by professor

Isabel Ribeiro, IST Distinghished Professor, and

former president of ISR-Lisboa, who highlighted

professor José Fonseca de Moura’s “long and

brilliant career”, “rigour”, “excellence and merit”. 

See more.

LARSyS annual meeting 2021 marked

the cautious return to in-person activities as the

COVID19 pandemic hopefully draws to an end.  

It was an example of LARSyS distinctive profile,

bringing together researchers with different

backgrounds to discuss current and future

challenges in robotics and engineering systems

research. 

Thanks to all ISR-Lisboa researchers for their

contributions!

https://mailchi.mp/daa2bc5a1e96/isr-connected-september-4869182?e=[UNIQID]
https://www.ulisboa.pt/
https://tecnico.ulisboa.pt/en/news/campus-community/success-comes-from-creating-opportunities-and-trusting-the-young-people/
https://www.facebook.com/ISRLisboa/?__cft__[0]=AZVoTiO_wQT4GD9OqUdJj8pQjPI7tyia5Y1hVXXjhDnDOTF1OU1nvMRgUWKwm5EGRntO0VEe3ebgR0j2KEk1cpIoJsud5eDcWI_yFiYYCZyLrrYN7K46bwo4bVfb9oxmtCt4X1VjC_jVpXZilDjSwC73T_S2YaYYe0hScdThugGbzZgzoZ1ItYNRuBlOigeDkYY&__tn__=kK-R


Instituto Superior Técnico launched a

new international master in collaboration with the

israeli university, Bar llan. With a focus on

neurosciences and data science, this partnership

offers a mobility programme between premium

academic institutions, providing a great

opportunity to be exposed to other top-quality

teaching and research environments. 
Prof. João Sanches will be coordinating the

portuguese side of this international master

program.

PEPE, an augmented reality platform developed

by VisLab featured RTP1 Portugal em Directo on

World Alzheimer Day. 

This project is currently used by several nursing

homes as a therapeutic approach, aiming to slow

down the disease progression through physical

exercise and cognitive stimulation.  
In case you missed it, you can see the interview

in our website. 

Catarina Barata, who's a research fellow at ISR

and Invited Assistant Professor at ISR, was

interviewed for the MICCAI initiative

about Women in Computer Vision. 

This initiative propose a very large and diverse

choice of role models, who can serve

as examples to younger students and

professionals at the beginning of their careers,

contributing to mitigate the gender imbalance in

STEM field. 

The European Researchers Night took place

again, joining public and researchers with the

theme of Science for Climate. The ISR-Lisboa

participation was focused in the project Firefront

showing the activities with videos, photos and

even a quizz, atracting the attention of many

visitors of all ages. 

The event, placed at the National Musem of

Natural History and Science, occurs all over

Europe, providing a glimpse of the future

developments in technology, science, and arts to

the public. 

See more. 

https://www.facebook.com/tecnico.ulisboa.pt/?__cft__[0]=AZUR91JLWtP0kg84xBDRxtMkQ83gY_t9nSu6z4a1gAAJ5WdBTnsq2TCRv-kH6rbuefmjdPJ4ZHsZDDyshQcG39eN0FXglAiji_ewSx6GqYq2cVFNGaJHcdkxnwo04d4vxgpdTleoYtfzliKN33LiwcJ3rue0iMYUbICKjzZfCoXv1A&__tn__=kK-R
https://welcome.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/portable-exergame-platform-for-elderly-pepe-was-recently-featured-on-rtp1-portugal-em-directo-on-world-alzheimer-day/
https://welcome.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/portable-exergame-platform-for-elderly-pepe-was-recently-featured-on-rtp1-portugal-em-directo-on-world-alzheimer-day/
https://www.rsipvision.com/MICCAI2021-Tuesday/24/
https://welcome.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/european-researchers-night-2021-2/


Congratulations to
 

Pedro Vicente successfully defended his PhD

Thesis in Electrical and Computer Engineering,

entitled "Continuous Body Schema Adaptation

in Humanoid Robots".  

It was supervised by Alexandre Bernardino and

José Santos-Victor (ISR-Lisboa) and Lorenzo

Jamone (Queens Mary University of London).  

Congratulations to Pedro Vicente and all

involved! ISR community wishes you all the best. 

Min Hun Lee was awarded his PhD degree with a

thesis on "Interactive Hybrid Intelligence

Systems for Human-AI/Robot Collaboration:

Improving the Practices of Physical Stroke

Rehabilitation".  

It was supervised by Alexandre Bernardino (ISR-

Lisboa) and Asim Smailagic and Dan Siewiorek

(Carnegie Mellon University). 

Congratulations to Min Hun Lee and all involved!

ISR community wishes you all the best.  
 
 

SocRob@Home won the second place at

the ERL Smart Cities Robotics Challenge

(SciRob Challenge). Congratulations!

The team participated remotely in the Coffe Shop

episode, where the robot assisted the staff of a

coffee shop to take care of their customers. That

required to recognise and report the status of all

tables inside the shop, to take orders from

customers and to deliver objects to and from the

Manuel Serra Nunes was distinguished,

unanimously, with the Best MSc Thesis Award

by the Sociedade Portuguesa de Robótica.

Congratulations! 

Under the supervision of ISR-Lisboa researchers

Atabak Dehban, Plinio Moreno e José Santos-

Victor, Manuel proposed a video prediction model

for intelligent systems that allows them to predict

new sensory inputs simplifying routine tasks. 
Read the article here. 

http://%20https//bit.ly/3wDkgus


customers’ tables.  

To know more.

ISR-Lisboa, more than a place to work. A community. 
Follow us in our socials and tag us in yours.
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